The Diels-Alder reaction between 2,3-dibromo-1,3-butadiene and maleic anhydride has been studied by means of multisurface adiabatic reactive molecular dynamics and the PhysNet neural network architecture. This system is used as a prototype to explore the concertedness, synchronicity and possible ways of promotion of DielsAlder reactions. Analysis of the minimum dynamic path indicates that rotational energy is crucial (∼ 65%) to drive the system towards the transition state in addition to collision energy (∼ 20 %). Comparison with the reaction of butadiene and maleic anhydride shows that the presence of bromine substituents in the diene accentuates the importance of rotational excitation to promote the reaction. At the high total energies at which reactive events are recorded, the reaction is found to be direct and mostly synchronous. a) m.meuwly@unibas.ch b) stefan.willitsch@unibas.ch
I. INTRODUCTION
The regio-and stereoselective Diels-Alder reaction in which a diene reacts with a dienophile to form a cyclic product is widely used in synthetic organic chemistry. 1, 2 In this reaction, two σ bonds and one π bond are formed from three π bonds as depicted in Scheme 1. There have been many experimental and theoretical studies aimed at unveiling the DielsAlder mechanism at a molecular level and its dependence on the geometric and electronic characteristics of the reactants. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Since two bonds are formed, questions about concertedness and synchronicity render this reaction also interesting from a theoretical point of view.
The concertedness of a reaction is determined by the topology of the potential energy surface (PES). 15 A concerted mechanism has only one transition state (TS) between reactants and products such that the reaction takes place in a single step. In a stepwise mechanism, there is at least one stable intermediate between reactants and products.
The time elapsed between the formation of the first and the second bond defines the synchronicity. 15 It is usually thought that symmetric TSs give rise to synchronous processes in which both bonds are formed at the same time while asymmetric TSs lead to asynchronous processes in which first one bond is formed and then the second one follows. This definition of synchronicity has recently been challenged by some authors who argue that it should not be defined from a geometric but from a dynamic point of view since the connection between spatial quantities and temporal concepts may not always hold.
5,16
There is a long-standing discussion about synchronicity and concertedness in the context of Diels-Alder reactions. 3 While it is often believed to be a concerted, synchronous reaction involving an aromatic TS governed by the Woodward-Hoffmann rules, 17 experiments and calculations show that this is not true for all cases. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [18] [19] [20] In principle, one can think of as in cases (a) and (b), the reaction is stereo-selective and only the s-cis conformer of the diene will yield the cyclic Diels-Alder product. Mechanism (c), on the other hand, is not stereo-selective and the s-trans conformer of the diene could also participate in the reaction.
Computational studies of Diels-Alder reactions are especially sensitive to the choice of method and basis set. 21, 22 Different electronic structure methods give different TS structures and activation energies as was summarized in the introduction of our previous paper (Ref. 23) . This leads to different conclusions regarding the synchronicity and concertedness of the reaction. In general, neutral reactions occur in a concerted fashion while in cationic systems a stepwise mechanism is favored. [9] [10] [11] However, the border between these two mechanisms is diffuse. Moreover, some studies show that both concerted and stepwise mechanisms are present at the temperatures at which these reactions are usually performed due to the energetic proximity of both pathways in many systems making dynamical studies crucial for the exploration of these reactions. To the best of our knowledge, all theoretical studies on the dynamics of Diels-Alder reactions have started from TS-like structures 5, 16, [24] [25] [26] or have used steered dynamics to drive the reaction. 27 These procedures will most likely bias the final result and do not allow the direct calculation of reaction rates. Gas-phase reactive molecular dynamics simulations starting from an equilibrated ensemble of a statistically significant number of initial conditions, on the other hand, have recently been shown to provide molecular-level details into reactions relevant to atmospheric chemistry 28, 29 and reactions in the hypersonic regime.
30,31
From an experimental perspective, the most precise data on reaction mechanisms and dynamics can be gained from gas-phase studies performed under single-collision conditions. As the progress in molecular-beam experiments allows the probing of ever-larger systems under precisely defined conditions, 32, 33 the open questions pertaining to the mechanistic details of Diels-Alder reactions become an attractive target of study. Since only scarce information is available on these important mechanistic aspects, 34 we present here a molecular dynamics study of the Diels-Alder reaction between 2,3-dibromo-1,3-butadiene (DBB) and maleic anhydride (MA) (see Scheme 1) which may serve as a guide for future experiments.
We have chosen DBB because it is a generic diene which fulfills the experimental requirements for conformational separation of its isomers by electrostatic deflection of a molecular beam, 32, 33 thus enabling the characterization of conformational aspects and specificities of the reaction. MA is a widely used, activated dienophile which due to its symmetry simplifies the possible products of the reaction. The reaction of DBB and MA thus serves as a prototypical system well suited for the exploration of general mechanistic aspects of Diels-Alder processes in the gas phase.
In this paper, we use reactive molecular dynamics simulations starting from the two reactant molecules approaching each other in order to simulate a collision experiment and address questions such as whether the reaction is synchronous, whether the mechanism is complex-mediated and how the reaction could be promoted.
II. METHODS

A. Molecular Dynamics Simulations
Atomistic simulations were carried out either with the CHARMM program 35 using an initial parametrization from SwissParam 36 or with the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE) 37 using the PhysNet neural network architecture designed for predicting energies, forces and dipole moments of chemical systems. 38 All bonds involving hydrogen atoms were flexible and the time step used in the simulations was ∆t = 0.1 fs to ensure conservation of total energy. The velocity Verlet algorithm was used for the propagation of the equations of motion.
39
The initial SwissParam parametrization was modified in order to construct a multisurface adiabatic reactive molecular dynamics (MS-ARMD) 40 force field for the present Diels-Alder reaction. Ensembles of structures for the parametrization of the MS-ARMD model were 4 generated with CHARMM as follows: the optimization of the system with the adopted Newton-Raphson method was followed by 50 ps of heating dynamics, 50 ps of equilibration at 500 K, 60 ps of cooling down to 300 K and free NVE (microcanonical ensemble) dynamics.
The temperature was only raised up to 400 K for parts of the parametrization of the reactant van der Waals complex to avoid dissociation.
For the PhysNet parametrization, initial ensembles for the different fragments 41 were generated using the PM7 level of theory implemented in MOPAC2016 42, 43 and subsequently augmented using adaptive sampling.
In order to generate the initial conditions for the collision simulations, ensembles of the individual molecules (MA and DBB) at different vibrational temperatures were generated using CHARMM as described above. Heating and equilibration temperatures were modified depending on the desired final vibrational temperature (T vib ). The reactants were placed at an initial distance of 20Å (taking the center of mass of each molecule as reference) with a random relative orientation. In order to tune the collision energy (E coll ), the atomic velocities along the collision axis were modified. The impact parameter (b) was uniformly sampled by displacing one of the molecules along a perpendicular axis. Rotational temperature (T rot ) was added following calculation of the moment of inertia tensor and assuming equipartition among the three rotational degrees of freedom. Excitation of specific vibrational normal modes was achieved by projecting the initial velocities onto the space of normal modes and modifying the kinetic energy of the desired normal mode.
The trajectories were considered reactive when the C-C distance between the carbon atoms involved in the two new bonds was smaller than 1.6Å. The reactive cross section σ was calculated as
where b max is the maximum impact parameter at which no reactive events are observed any more, N tot the total number of trajectories, N reac the number of reactive trajectories and b i the impact parameter of the reactive trajectory i. The reaction rate k can be calculated
where v rel is the relative center of mass velocity of the colliding molecules.
The total kinetic energy of the minimum-dynamic-path trajectories was decomposed ei-5 ther into the translational energy of the center of mass of the reactant molecules, the rotational energy corresponding to their angular momentum and vibrational energy as stated in equations S1 -S6 of the supplementary information or by projecting it onto the degrees of freedom of the system. The reference degrees of freedom were calculated as the eigenvectors of the Hessian matrix of the isolated, reactant molecules with geometries corresponding to the last point of each trajectory.
B. Parametrization of MS-ARMD
The force fields for the reactant and product states were parametrized to reproduce DFT reference energies at the M06-2X/6-31G* level of theory which was found to yield the best accuracy at the DFT level for this type of reaction by Linder and Brinck 22,44 and following our previous work. 23 All single point calculations were performed using Gaussian09.
45
Starting from parameters retrieved from SwissParam, 36 first ensembles for reactants and products were generated as described in section II A. Reference energies were calculated and the individual force fields were fitted using a downhill simplex algorithm. 46 The standard CHARMM harmonic potentials for the description of C-C, C=C, C-O and C-Br bonds were replaced by Morse potentials (C-H and C=O bonds were kept as harmonic). Furthermore, in the reactant force field, the Lennard-Jones potentials between the four carbon atoms involved in the Diels-Alder reaction as well as between Br/O atoms were replaced by a generalized Lennard-Jones potential. 40 The remaining terms were parametrized as in the standard CHARMM force field.
With the initial parametrization of the individual force fields, another ensemble of structures was generated for reactants and products with the new parameters and added to the training structures. The reference energies were calculated and the parametrization was In order to make the parametrization of the product permutation invariant, two force fields that describe these two possible connectivities were used.
C. Parametrization of PhysNet
Reference data for training PhysNet (energies, forces and dipole moments) were calculated at the DFT M06-2X/6-31G* level of theory using Gaussian09. 45 All possible "amon" fragments 41 for DBB, MA, and their reaction product were generated (378 in total) and different geometries for all fragments were sampled by running Langevin dynamics at 1000 K at the PM7 level of theory. After training PhysNet models on this initial dataset, additional structures were generated by adaptive sampling: 
where N is the total number of atoms, k e is the Coulomb constant, r ij is the distance between atoms i and j, and E i and q i are atomic energy contributions and partial charges (corrected on the PES. Due to the fact that both reactant molecules are symmetric, there are only two possible paths for the Diels-Alder reaction. These are referred to as "endo" and "exo" depending on the relative orientation of the reactants. The endo product (P-endo) is taken as the zero of the energy scale in Fig. 1 . Normally, the intermolecular interactions favor the endo path which M06-2X correctly describes. 23, 49, 50 The dissociation of the van der Waals complexes (R-endo and R-exo) towards the reactants is more favorable than the reaction over the barrier towards the Diels-Alder products (see Fig. 1 ). Judging from the PES and the geometries of the TSs, the reaction should be concerted and symmetric.
As discussed in the introduction, in order to answer questions such as whether the reaction is synchronous or complex mediated, the dynamics of the system must be studied. Therefore, we constructed a computationally efficient PES that allows us to run a statistically significant number of trajectories, such that diverse initial conditions can be sampled. The quality of the parametrized MS-ARMD model is shown in Fig. 2 
B. Minimum Dynamic Path
A trajectory starting at the TS geometry without kinetic energy (the total energy of the trajectory is equal to the potential energy of the TS) follows the minimum dynamic path (MDP). 51 The projection of the total kinetic energy along the MDP towards the reactants onto the degrees of freedom of DBB and MA is shown in Fig. 3(a) as sums of translational, rotational and vibrational energies. At t = 0 fs, the system is at the TS and at t = 100 fs it has arrived at the reactant state. At the beginning of the trajectory, the system contains no kinetic energy and moves only slowly, until at around t = 50 fs more potential energy is converted into kinetic energy. By projecting the total kinetic energy onto the different degrees of freedom of DBB and MA, the active degrees of freedom can be identified. Those degrees of freedom to which most kinetic energy is imparted will be important for driving the system towards the transition state. Fig. 3(a) shows that rotations contain the largest (Fig. S5 of the supplementary information) . Using the sudden vector projection method 52 we also arrive at the conclusion that rotations are the most important degrees of freedom. This is surprising since one may naively assume that the reaction coordinate is mainly a translation and not a rotation.
In order to further validate this result, the MDP was also calculated using the PhysNet PES. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b) and The formation of van der Waals complexes in the entrance channel was studied in order to determine whether the reaction is direct (without the formation of complexes) or complex-mediated. Initial ensembles were generated as described in section II and the impact parameter b was uniformly sampled in intervals of 1Å until the maximum impact parameter was reached. For each set of initial conditions (E coll , T vib , T rot , b) 500 trajectories were run for 10 ps. If at the end of a trajectory, the center of mass distance between the two molecules was < 15Å, it was considered that a van der Waals complex had been formed. Fig. 4 shows the cross section for the formation of complexes as a function of the collision energy. It can be seen that the cross section diminishes as the collision energy increases. In fact, the cross section is close to zero for E coll > 20 kcal/mol.
The influence of vibrational and rotational temperature is also shown in Fig. 4 . Increasing the energy of the system in either vibrational or rotational degrees of freedom reduces the cross section for complex formation. These findings can be explained by the stabilization 13 of the well of the van der Waals complex of around 12 kcal/mol (Fig. 1) . Thus when the system has collision energies above 15 kcal/mol or sufficiently high rotational and vibrational excitation, it can dissociate or not get trapped in the potential well at all. Table SVIII of the supplementary information).
D. Reactive collisions
For studying the Diels-Alder reaction itself, approximately 10 7 reactive molecular dynamics simulations were carried out. The sets of simulations that yield reactive events are summarized in Table SVIII In order to calculate a reactive cross section, we ran 5·10 6 trajectories for initial conditions E coll = 100 kcal/mol, T rot = 4000 K and T vib = 100 K at which the largest number of reactive events were observed. The maximum impact parameter b max was 5Å which yields a cross section σ = 2.13 · 10 −3Å2 , corresponding to a rate k = 7.53 · 10 −14 cm 3 molecule −1 s −1 . A collision energy of 100 kcal/mol corresponds to a relative velocity of 3533 m/s which is at the very upper limit of what may be experimentally achievable.
23
As the MDP shows and Fig. 5(b) confirms, the rotational energy promotes the reaction, although reactive events are still rare (1 in 10 4 ). In order to further test this result, a rotational temperature of T rot = 8000 K was used for collisions at E coll = 15, 20 kcal/mol but few reactive events (1 -2) were observed, indicating that collision energy is also needed for the reaction to take place. It should be noted that only 5 reactive events out of 482 are recorded without rotational excitation (see Table SVIII of the supplementary information).
With a vibrational temperature of 100 K, no reactive events could be observed with E coll < 75 kcal/mol even though, in principle, with a collision energy of 10 kcal/mol the system would have enough energy to overcome the reaction barrier (Fig. 1 ). This might indicate that the reaction rate with such low E coll is too small combined with the fact that at these energies the reaction could be partly complex mediated and take much longer times than simulated. For a reactive event to take place, the molecules need to collide in a suitable relative orientation in order to overcome steric constraints and with the right distribution of energy, such that the TS can be reached. From Fig. 4 , we know that there is no complex formation for E coll > 20 kcal/mol and thus the reactions at the energies in Fig. 5 must be direct.
The influence of vibrational energy was tested by raising the vibrational temperature to T vib = 1000 K and by individualy exciting some of the vibrational normal modes that appear to be active in the MDP. However, reactive events were so rare (0 -2) that it can be concluded that vibrational activation of the reaction is weak, at least in this energy range.
The time δt elapsed between formation of the first and second bond was calculated for all the reactive events in order to determine the synchronicity of the reaction (Fig. S9 of the supplementary information). Out of 482 reactive events (see Table SVIII of the supplementary information), only two are slightly asynchronous with time lapses of 40.4 fs and 43.9 fs which are larger than the ca. 30 fs corresponding to a C-C bond vibrational period in cyclohexene. 5, 8 The difference between a synchronous and a slightly asynchronous process can be seen in Fig. 5(a) . We have not found a correlation between the (a)symmetry of the TS structure in the dynamics and the (a)synchronicity of the process (Fig. S9 of the supplementary information) meaning that the elapsed time does not seem to depend on the (a)symmetry of the TS structure. Here, the TS geometry along the reactive trajectory is defined as the structure at the maximum in potential energy before the systems crosses from the reactant surface to the product surface. When recrossings occur, the last crossing point is taken for the definition of the TS structure.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the Diels-Alder reaction between MA and DBB using reactive molecular dynamics. The trajectories start with the two reactant molecules approaching each other as in a collision experiment. The minimum dynamic path indicates that rotations are important to drive the system towards the transition state. Furthermore, this finding has been confirmed by the fact that the majority of reactive collisions occur with rotational excitation.
The presence of bromine substituents in the system accentuates the importance of rotations, but they were also found to be important for reactions of non substituted dienes. At the energies at which reactive events were observed, the cross section for the formation of van der Waals complexes in the entrance channel is almost zero and thus the reaction cannot be complex-mediated. Most of the observed reactive events are synchronous.
One of the fundamental aspects in reaction dynamics concerns the question which form of energy (translation, vibration or rotation) is most efficacious for the system to reach and surmount the transition state. 53 Back in the 1970s, when studying model atom plus diatom reactions, Polanyi formulated rules which relate the nature of the transition state (early or late) with the type of energy that promotes the reaction (translational or vibrational energy). Application 54 and generalization 52,55 of these rules to polyatomic molecules remains a challenging undertaking, see for example the sudden vector projection (SVP) model.
52,55
Analysis of a number of atom plus diatom (H+H 2 , F+H 2 , F+HCl) or atom plus triatom (H+H 2 O, F+H 2 O) reactions highlighted the cases under which rotations may play an important role in promoting or inhibiting a reaction. 55 The strength of the SVP model is that it requires only information about the normal modes and their directions in the reactant and transition state structures. On the other hand, the "sudden approximation" will not be applicable to situations in which internal vibrational relaxation (IVR) occurs or for collision energies much higher than the reaction threshold, as is the case in the present work.
The present work suggests that rotations can play an important role for reactions involving large excess of translational energy and the implications for reaction dynamics involving polyatomic molecules are exciting.
55-59
As a next step, we intend to perform reactive molecular dynamics simulations for the cationic reaction between DBB and MA that is expected to be faster and in which concerted and stepwise mechanisms are anticipated to coexist.
23
To the best of our knowledge, no simulation study had been performed in Diels Fig. S1(a) ). Describing a weakly bound complex with point charges and isotropic van der Waals interactions is an approximation. The structure of the van der Waals complex can be further improved by using multipolar interactions for the electrostatics and jointly fitting van der Waals and dihedral parameters. However, this was not further pursued because the correlation between reference and fitted energies is sufficiently good and structural details are less relevant for this work. The other force field has the dibromobutadiene rotated such that the C-C bonds are between atoms 6-12 and 7-11. Carbons are in gray, hydrogens in white, oxygens in red and bromines in green. 
S14
The barrier region connecting the reactant and product state is described by two GAPOs
with the parameters summarized in Table SVII .
1 -3.2889475989E+01 7.7839312146E+01 -4.0222992796E+01 -2.4658081680E-01 0 1.4151964786E+00 2.6626692901E+01 -9.5075322684E+00
TABLE SVII: GAPO parameters: i labels the reactant, j labels the product, V 0 ij,k is the center of the Gaussian function (in kcal/mol), and σ ij,k the width of the Gaussian (in kcal/mol). 
S16
The decomposition of the total kinetic energy into rotational, translational and vibrational energy of MA and DBB has also been calculated directly from the atomic velocities. The translational energy (E trans ) is the kinetic energy of the centers of mass of MA and DBB (Eq. S1) where p i is the momentum of atom i belonging to molecule j (j = MA, DBB) and M j is the total mass of molecule j.
The rotational energy (E rot ) is calculated as stated in Equations S2-S5 where x can be atomic momenta ( p), atomic coordinates ( r) or atomic velocities ( v), the subscript CoM, j refers to the center of mass of molecule j, L j is the angular momentum of molecule j, ω j is the angular velocity of molecule j and I j is the inertia tensor of molecule j.
The vibrational kinetic energy (E vib ) is calculated from the total kinetic energy of the individual molecules (E tot ) as in Eq. S6 S23
